This article delivers a comprehensive study of marketing instruments used amongst morally compromised industries like alcohol production. Further it describes adverse effects of obesity and alcohol altogether. This article works with fundamental life building constructs such as a choice of life through increased sales in the firm of fattening and silently killing products (i.e., alcohol) over creating a false concepts of acceptance of fat people for whom they are (obese and fat people are being called socially acceptable group of reasonable individuals and somewhere even being idolized for their bravery to accept their fat bodies and being able even to openly present it to public in social media). This article will provide an insight towards creating a bond in between customer and a company. Overall study shows a need towards healthy business attitude and usage of honest marketing instruments.
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This article delivers a comprehensive study of marketing instruments used amongst morally compromised industries like alcohol production. Further it describes adverse effects of obesity and alcohol altogether. This article works with fundamental life building constructs such as a choice of life through increased sales in the firm of fattening and silently killing products (i.e., alcohol) over creating a false concepts of acceptance of fat people for whom they are (obese and fat people are being called socially acceptable group of reasonable individuals and somewhere even being idolized for their bravery to accept their fat bodies and being able even to openly present it to public in social media). This article will provide an insight towards creating a bond in between customer and a company. Overall study shows a need towards healthy business attitude and usage of honest marketing instruments.

Marketers creating false hope for fat people to be accepted for whom they are, when consciously and secretly sales person just desires to sell another extra item to a fat person. Body shaming of a fat body has been a great deal of (many times adverse or harmful) psychological impact on personality development of people in a society [1, p. 3]. Companies are subjected to morally unacceptable and unstable choices in between saving human lives and increasing companies’ profits. Marketers are unaware of sales techniques that could lead the company into long hall of shame or vice versa increase socially acceptable presence on the market.
Production industries of poisonous substances like alcohol companies are only contributing into fattening people and piling up more diseases on top of all existing.

Marketers are creating a vague global comprehension of obese people as a socially acceptable form of living. It is totally fine for sales industries and for business because they can sell more. However this popularization of acceptance of “bigger body” (morbid obese people) creates a long term disastrous effect for nation-wide scale that accepts obesity as healthy lifestyle.

### Analysis of recent research and publications

Mind Shift Center for Psychological Assistance Services company calls body shaming of fat, obese and morbid obese people as a bullying, they refer to it as a disrespectful attitude, picking at a person, sarcasm, agony, pressure, mocking, humiliating and any other form of derogatory comments are considered as unacceptable form of social behavior [2, p. 3].

As most of current and medically adequate studies around the globe show, i.e. a study of national library of medicine, that obese people are lazy, obsessed with weight loss, experiencing problems with movements and heart problems, due to fatness of heart and organs, they are lack of confidence, motivation, happiness, life enjoyment, engagement, self-worse or fulfillment, obese people are limited in general world perception and discovery. Above all fat people are generally disappointed, lightly depressed, self-enclosed, felling anxious and somewhat useless. Morbid obesity may create a pathological lack of personal life, sexual intercourse, interpersonal relationships; lack of creating new social contacts, gaining confidence and crating new future plans. [3, p. 3].

Daniel G. Amen has published several reports on studies about marihuana smoking and its influence on brain activity [4, p. 1]. As well Daniel G. Amen has many podcasts about consumption of alcohol and its adverse affects on human body development as well as on developing the brain volume. His studies are not new but quite interesting nonetheless. However the main point extrapolated from his research should be his honest position about “the big lie” of alcohol industry in particular that says that: “one or two glasses of red wine are good for you” [5, p. 1]. Drinking creates not only adverse effects in for of liver failure, dizziness, fatigue, loss of consciousness or rational thinking, lower self-worse value, absolutely horrific aftermaths results like withdrawal from alcohol poisoning, immediate addiction processes, destruction of muscles across whole body, increasing cholesterol and body fat, fattening organs and skin, damaging kidneys, pancreas, the prostate gland at an unpaired androgen-dependent organ, it is affecting attacks on heart failure in form of increased risk for damage to the heart muscle. Alcohol may lead to breast and other types of cancers such as: increases the risk of cancers of the mouth, throat, esophagus, liver, and colon [6, p. 1]. Above all and what most strikes about this particular substance is that alcohol shrinks the brain. Dr. Daniel G. Amen researched since 1991, that everyday drinkers have smaller size white matter in the brain and ultimately smaller brain, and when it comes to brain, apparently size matters. Grey matter represents nerve cells bodies and brain cell bodies, white cell matter represent tracks. Those, who drink a lot, have more disrupted communication within the body than those who do not drink. This disrupted communication may lead to several different cancers types which are in turn are bad for the brain. Nevertheless marketers at the alcohol, knowingly about the adverse effects of alcohol on human body and the brain in particular, will continue the propaganda of “a great best way to support vessel flow blood circulation” as a prerequisite for continues and nonstop purchases and consumption of the slow death potion.

The task of the article consists in the application of previously developed marketing service activities ability of a marketer to start to think differently, develop critical thinking and show positive and negative impacts of unhealthy lifestyle, particularly morbid obesity. Within the scope marketers goal is to understand the instruments used by lead sales industries and apply these knowledge onto own business.

Marketer professionals should differentiate in between standpoints of a process of selling to healthy people is a very limited market due to the fact that healthy and confident people are highly motivated, asserted, employed, reasonable and engaged individuals. Healthy people know what they are looking for, their goals and values; also they are less susceptible to unreasonable marketing tricks and pitfalls to which obese people are not as much ready to fit. Thusly, marketers should be aware of standpoint of selling to fat people, on the other hand, is an unlimited play ground to sell, because fat people eat junk foods and drink fluids that are not necessarily healthy or otherwise good for overall wellness of their body and mind. Fat people are limited physically in their mobility, thusly they are more lenient towards buying stuff they don’t need and they consume a lot more at the trade spot rather than taking received values to place of residence [7, p. 1].

### The main research material

The best way to sell your goods and services is to convince majority of population that – being fat is good for you. When medically speaking is very bad and morbid obesity has numerous adverse effects in private life as well as it creates health problems such as: blood clots in veins, high cholesterol, heavy breathing, congested inhalation, inability to wear the same size clothes, low mobility, unattractive body during sex, inability to perform certain physical jobs due to the extra weight, high blood pressure, high levels of triglycerides (dyslipidemia), higher risks of stroke and a heart attack. Becoming fat may involve bringing in psychological phobias such as psychological vulnerability, anxiety, panic, mania, paranoia, depression, lower self-esteem, and lower social acceptance by themselves, fear, social anxiety, other types of phobias such as fear of heights, enclosed spaces, unwanted perplexity, and other adverse effects [8, p. 1].

These new range of personal customers’ problems may assist the marketer to create a new product or to see a cloud of new possibilities within psychological interference
boundaries – customers’ fears. A new product that will alleviate all previously mentioned phobias fears anxieties and body problems, which technically speaking may take an effect of a placebo or will not make any difference at all. That is the goal of a marketer. Creating a brand new feature, a brand new service, a brand new design that will once and for all not only answer all the customer service department questions but also fulfill life-long needs of a client. Even better than that is to create a brand new product or a service that could possibly serve longer than one customer’s life-long purpose but will hold value and increase it for this client’s own future generations to work with. That ultimate very achievable role of product may be easy to reach by just using fears and phobias and transferring it into advantageous new reformed way of understanding the product. Obviously, for alleviation of all these problems it is not enough to eat, drink, wear new clothes, new shoes, new cars, buy new jewelry, consume new services. Certainly, if a person becomes fat, he or she must visit a professional licensed dietitian, therapist, family doctor or psychiatrist and resolve first of all physical and psychological issues [9, p. 1].

However, a proficient marketer or a sales person may choose not to engage into manipulating this fears nor deepening the adverse effects, but instead the marketer may choose to develop a friendly relationship with the customer.

Building a trust between the company and the client would make a very small and insignificant influence on business right away, meaning company may not even make a sale or a profit this day; however building the trust will help the company to grow overtime, in longer periods of time, in long perspective. Untethered, complete and fully integrated connection with customer’s needs, both actual product’s, mental, physical and societal will highly increase an ability to foresee future greater sales, bigger and more motivated client’s awareness with the brand, free of charge spread across all over the place of brand’s name and many other positive and magnetic effects that would create integrity and ascend mission of the enterprise [10, p. 121].

Depending on companies’ stage of strategic development, on market availability or urgent needs of this enterprise, a manager may choose fast and short income, economically and financially speaking, since the company chooses reputation over income then during a small and insignificant mistakes the customer still values the long-term perspective over short time mistakes, regardless whether those mistakes were intentional or unintentional. Of course making intentional mistakes for the customer would most likely reduce the level of trust, therefore any business should not do intentional mistakes it is not in anybody’s interest neither companies nor customers [12, p. 121].

### Conclusion

There should be drawn a line of a true support of people who are struggling with obesity or alcohol dependence and support in sales should be provided for that client. A real marketing professional should never indulge pure gratification of one-self on using customers’ vulnerability in purchase of the product into own personal gain.

Current enterprises that produce alcohol, regardless of how much profitable alcohol consumption is, from dawn of ages are making all their studies about obesity and morbid obesity obsolete. Alcohol plays one of the main reasons of body fattening, lowering self-esteem, addictions and creating numerous diseases including various types of cancer, degrading brain activity and reducing potential for reproduction.

Alcohol industry knowingly using dirty marketing tools of sales such as telling to a customer that: “one or two glasses of wine weekly are healthy for the person”. Alcohol not only inputting into obesity problem and creating a vast number of psychological issues but as well it decreases its reputation. In long term adverse effects of substance are leading to inevitable dependence, anxiety, smaller and less qualitative life span. There are many other tricks to say otherwise that being fat and drunk in fun and cool, however it is not. Nonetheless this is a peak of marketing, creating a paradoxical way of thinking about the product. Alcohol is being the top legal drug seller governed by the own governments.

The same logic stands for alcoholics that consume even 1–2 glasses of drinks annually or more. These are the lead customers with whole set of psychological problems and heath deficits. These are the gullible audience that will accept any truth to be told, because alcohol is clouding their
true, concrete, critical and own judgment of their needs; therefore they will rely on marketers’ suggestions and personalized ads in social media. It is a moral responsibility that each marketing professional will have to face during the time of sale, whether it is own time in choosing the industry of future advances in sales or in his or hers own company’s mission during sales of goods and services.

Depending on the level of morality manager must maneuver in between being morally good and making money. Whatever he or she chooses is the correct way except that instance when customer will suffer long strategy and orientation.

and uncalled for consequences from this sale. It is own marketer responsibility to choose whether building strong firm relationships is an ultimate goal of the company. Fat people are in physiological need of higher maintenance starting from bigger amount of food required to purchase, buying bigger clothes, shoes, purses, buying double seats, bigger cars, bigger houses, and generally consuming more items and services then a healthy and strong individuals.

An upper management may lead and advise on general mission. As well educated sales professional will always correct the work depending on the type of company’s
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